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Summary The hand-foot (HF) impainnent score in leprosy patients is the sum of 

the WHO disability grades for hands and feet. This retrospective study explored the 

possibility of using the HF score for evaluation of the effectiveness of corticosteroid 
treatment programmes for nerve function impainnent (NFl). Changes in the score 

were compared with changes in sensory testing (ST) and voluntary muscle testing 
(VMT) for 42 leprosy patients who received corticosteroid treatment. The WHO 
grade did not change in 30/60 (50%) of extremities gaining, and in 4/1 0  (40%) 

extremities losing sensation and/or muscle strength. However, 1 8/24 (75 %) patients 

with a definite gain in function improved in HF score, while the HF score remained 

unchanged in 1 011 1 (9 1 %) patients with no change in nerve function. Five patients 
with impainnent in multiple extremities showed both gain and loss of sensation and/ 
or muscle strength in the same or different extremities. Overall, improvement, 
deterioration and absence of change in NFl, as indicated by changes in ST and 
VMT were reflected correctly by the HF score in 28 (76%) of the remaining 37 

patients. It was also shown that the HF score does not give appropriate infonnation on 
the extent of the effect of corticosteroid treatment. This study illustrates that the HF 
score can not be used to support management of corticosteroid treatment of individual 
patients, but indicates this score to be a promising device for the evaluation of the 
effectiveness of corticosteroid treatment programmes. This study used the HF score 
because infonnation on (changes in) eye impainnent was not considered reliable. 
However, in principle, we consider the EHF score, which is the sum of the WHO 
disability grades for hands, feet and eyes, preferable for evaluation purposes. We 
strongly recommend further validation of the EHF score as a tool for evaluation of 
corticosteroid treatment programmes for patient groups with different distributions of 
NFl through prospective studies. 
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Introduction 
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In view of the forecast elimination of leprosy as a public health problem, changes in leprosy 
control programmes are inevitable. The diminishing number of patients on multidrug 
treatment (MDT) in particular leads to more emphasis on the prevention of impairments 
and disabilities (POID). POID projects have now been implemented in many leprosy control 
programmes. 

One important activity to prevent development of disabilities is to treat patients who 
suffer from recent nerve function impairment (NFl) with corticosteroids. Registration of 
nerve function assessments is required in individual patients treated this way. Ideally, POID 
programmes provide patient cards which include information on these assessments. The 
interpretation of subsequent assessments is often complicated because several nerves and 
many testing sites are involved. Adequate methods for interpreting nerve function assess
ments could lead to better management of individual patients treated with corticosteroids. 

In addition, there is a need to evaluate the effectiveness of POID activities, such as 
treatment with corticosteroids, at programme level . This calls for methods of scoring 
impairment and disability that are sufficiently accurate to determine the relevant changes 
induced by POID activities for the related groups of patients .  A further requirement is that it 
should be feasible to collect and process the field data from which the scores are to be derived. 
Evaluation at programme level poses less strict demands on the sensitivity of scoring methods 
than are required for individual patient management. 

In the field, the standard method of detecting recent NFl is to carry out sensory testing 
(ST) and voluntary muscle testing (VMT) on a regular basis .  The decision of the health 
worker to treat the patient with corticosteroids is based on the patient' s  history as determined 
at intake, and on initial ST and VMT results and subsequent changes .  One method used to 
track changes in sensation and muscle strength between start and end of multidrug treatment 
for groups of patients is to combine point-wise data on ST and VMT results for individual 
nerves .  1 ,2 However, it is not considered feasible to computerize data on ST and VMT for all 
points and nerves tested on a routine basis in a field programme. 

At present, the main indicator used to assess impairments and disabilities is the WHO 
disability grading system. This score has three possible outcomes (0, 1 and 2) that are 
determined by different types of information: sensory testing results and the presence of 
visible deformity or damage. Eyes, hands and feet of the patient are given a score, and the part 
of the body with most damage determines the overall score of the patient. 3 This 'maximum 
WHO disability grade ' is at present primarily used for statistical purposes to compare the 
impairment and disability status of newly detected patients across countries.4 It is, however, 
questionable whether the crude WHO disability grading system is an appropriate tool to 
evaluate the effectiveness of POID activities. 

In 1 994, de Rijk et at. 5 introduced two scores which are related to the WHO disability 
grading system: the hand-foot score (HF) score and the eye-hand-foot (EHF) score. These 
scores describe the severity of the patient' s  disability in more detail ,  because they are the 
summation of the WHO disability grades for the extremities (HF score : maximum value 8) 
and for the extremities and eyes (EHF score : maximum value 1 2) .  The HF score can be used 
instead of the EHF score when the reliability of data on eye impairment is limited. 

Validation of impairment and disability scoring methods is necessary for sensible 
application in leprosy control. This paper explores the validity of the WHO disability grading 
system and the HF score in the context of one specific POID activity : corticosteroid 
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Table 1. WHO disability grades for hands and feet as defined in 1988 by the 
WHO Expert Committee on Leprosy 

Grade Condition of the hand or foot 

o No anaesthesia, no visible deformity or damage due to leprosy 
1 Anaesthesia present, no visible deformity or damage due to leprosy 
2 Visible deformity or damage present due to leprosy 

treatment. Two issues are addressed, namely their potential (1) to assess impairment changes 

relevant to the individual patient in order to support patient management, and (2) to serve as 

tools for evaluation of the effectiveness of treatrnent with corticosteroids as a programme 

activity. This is done by investigating how well changes in the WHO disability grades for 

extrernities, the maximum WHO disability grade and the HF score relate to changes in ST and 

VMT results in extremities and patients before and after corticosteroid treatment. 

MateriaIs and methods 

This study was conducted at the All African Leprosy, Tuberculosis and Rehabilitation 

Training Centre (ALERT) in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Included in this study are a selection of 

patients who were treated with corticosteroids in the past 8 years because of recent or 

threatening NFI. The study reports retrospectively on the findings of nerve function 

assessments in these patients as performed in ALERT's field programme. This group of 

patients was not part of the ALERT MDT Field Evaluation Study (AMFES), although they 

were managed in the sarne programme and according to the sarne guidelines as patients in that 

study. These patients were selected on the basis of having had a course of steroids in the 

previous three years and their prior history of nerve damage was variable. 

ALERT field workers carry out ST and VMT on a regular basis for each patient in order to 

detect NFI. Sensory testing is conducted by applying a 10 g filament to 10 points on the palm 

and fingers of the hand, and to 10 points on the sole and toes of the foot. Points for which the 

10 g filament is not felt are marked on the patient cardo For this study, the possible ST 

outcomes 'feH' and 'not feH' were assigned O and 1 point, respectively. Voluntary muscle 

testing is done for eight nerves: left and right facial nerves, left and right ulnar nerves, left and 

right median nerves and left and right peroneal nerves. The results of these tests are 

documented as 'strong', 'weak' or 'paralysed' on the ALERT field programme patient cardo 

ST and VMT are also conducted at the start and end of treatment with corticosteroids. On 

both occasions, the patients' ST results (40 points) and VMT results (eight nerves) are 

recorded on the ALERT prednisolone treatment and release formo WHO disability grades for 

the extremities and eyes at the start and end of treatment are also specified on this formo At the 

time of this study, the 1988 WHO disability grading system was used (see Table 1). This 

paper analyses to what extent changes in ST and VMT results are reftected in changes in 

WHO disability grades for individual extrernities (extremity leveI), and to what extent overall 

changes in ST and VMT results for patients are reftected in changes in the maximum WHO 

disability grade and HF score (patient leveI). Reporting on impairment changes of eyes was 

not considered reliable enough for this study. Eye impairments are therefore excluded from 
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the present analysis and disability grades for the eyes were not considered in the calculation 
of the maximum WHO disability grades .  Similarly, the HF score was used instead of the EHF 
score. 

In order to investigate to what extent changes in ST and VMT results are reflected in 
changes in WHO disability grades at extremity level, changes in ST and VMT of the 
extremities were categorized as follows: 

• 'Full recovery' : an improvement in ST of 2 points or more and/or an improvement in VMT, 
with complete absence of NFl at the end of treatment. 

• 'Recovery' : an improvement in ST of 2 points or more, without sensory loss at the end of 
treatment, but with some remaining loss of muscle strength, or vice versa (an improvement 
in VMT with normal muscle strength at the end of treatment, but with some remaining 
sensory loss). 

• ' Improvement' :  an improvement in ST of 2 points or more and/or an improvement in 
VMT, in hands, for either the ulnar or median nerve or both, with some NFl remaining at 
the end of treatment. 

• 'No change' :  no change in ST and VMT, or an improvement or deterioration in ST of 1 
point and no change in VMT. 

• 'Deterioration' : deterioration in ST of 2 points or more and/or deterioration in VMT. 
• 'Both ' : improvement in ST of 2 points or more and deterioration in VMT, or vice versa. 

In this definition, 'recovery' in a hand through regained motor function implies that the 
VMT result is ' strong' for both the median and the ulnar nerve. Improvement (and the 
converse, deterioration) in ST by 2 points or more is defined so as not to occur together with 
deterioration (and the converse, improvement) in the categories 'full recovery ' ,  'recovery ' ,  
' improvement' and 'deterioration' . 

In order to investigate to what extent overall ST and VMT changes in patients are 
reflected in changes in the maximum WHO disability grades and HF scores, changes in ST 
and VMT have also been categorized at patient level. This was, on the basis of the 
categorization for extremities, done as follows :  

• 'Full recovery ' : full recovery of  both sensation and muscle strength in  at  least one 
extremity, without 'deterioration' in other extremities. 

• 'Recovery' : full recovery of sensation or full recovery of muscle strength in at least one 
extremity, without 'deterioration' in that and other extremities, but with (some) remaining 
NFl in that extremity at the end of treatment. 

• ' Improvement' :  improvement in sensation and/or muscle strength in at least one extremity, 
without 'deterioration' in that and other extremities, also with (some) NFl remaining in that 
extremity at the end of treatment. 

• 'No change ' :  no change in any extremity. 
• 'Deterioration' : deterioration in sensation and/or muscle strength in at least one extremity, 

without improvement in that and other extremities. 
• 'Both ' : improvement or full recovery in at least one extremity and deterioration in the same 

or another extremity. 

For example, a patient with an improvement in sensation in the right hand and a recovery 
of muscle strength, with no change in the left hand, and with improvements in sensation of the 
feet is recorded as a 'recovery' . 
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Results 

Table 2. Distribution of the maximum 
WHO disability grade and HF score 
among the 42 study patients at the start 
of treatment with corticosteroids 

Maximum 
WHO grade Number Percentage 

0 4 10% 
2 14 33% 
Total 42 1 00% 

HF score Number Percentage 

0 4 1 0% 
1 2 5% 
2 1 1  26% 
3 7 1 7% 
4 1 3  3 1 %  
5 1 2% 
6 3 7% 
7 0 0% 
8 1 2% 
Total 42 1 00% 

A total of 42 patients were included in this analysis .  Thirty-three (78·6%) of the patients were 
classified as multibacillary (MB) and nine (2 1 -4%) as paucibacillary (PB) .  The mean age was 
33 ·4 years (range 1 6-56).  The patients suffered from different types of reactions requiring 
different steroid regimes. The time between the assessment at the start of the treatment and 
the assessment at the time that it was decided to stop treatment varied considerably : from less 
than 3 months (four patients) to more than 1 year (again four patients) .  At the start of the 
corticosteroid treatment, three out of the 42 (7%) study patients had no extremity affected 
with NFl as diagnosed through ST and VMT. Again 3/42 (7%) had one extremity affected, 

1 1142 (26%) had two, 1 1142 (26%) had three and 14/42 (33%) had four. NFl was present in 
1 14 out of the 1 68 (4 x 42, 68%) involved. The distributions of the maximum WHO disability 
grade and the HF score of the patients at the start of treatment are shown in Table 2 .  

C H A N G E S  I N  E X T R E M I T I E S  

Table 3 shows the changes in ST and VMT in the 1 68 extremities of the 42 patients, and the 
relation between those changes .  Out of the 1 14 extremities with NFl at the start of 
corticosteroid treatment, 60 (53 + 7 = 60, 53%, see Table 3) had partial or complete return 
of nerve function. Improvement of sensation only, was observed in 36 (60%) of these 60 
extremities. This figure is 7/60 ( 1 2%) for partial or complete return of motor function only. 
One extremity lost sensation and gained motor function. 

Table 4 compares the changes in ST and VMT with the changes in the WHO grade for the 
individual extremities. 2 1 123 improvements in extremities are not rewarded with a change in 
WHO disability grades. Also, 7/1 2  extremities with a recovery, and 2/25 extremities with a 
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Table 3. Changes in ST and VMT between start and end of corticosteroid treatment in individual extremities* 

Change in ST 
Improvement 

Change in VMT or recovery No change Deterioration Total 

Improvement or recovery 1 7  7 0 24 
No change 36 98 10  144 
Deterioration 0 0 0 0 
Total 53 1 05 1 0  1 68 

* At the start of corticosteroid treatment, 59/ 105 extremities with no change in ST had full sensation, 1 23/144 
extremities with no change in VMT had normal muscle strength, and 48/98 extremities with neither a change in ST 
nor in VMT had both full sensation and normal muscle strength. 

full recovery do not improve in WHO grade. This implies that 50% (30/60) of the 
improvements, recoveries and full recoveries in extremities are not reflected in an improve
ment in the WHO grading system. Out of these 30 extremities, 27 were not free from sensory 
loss at the end of corticosteroid treatment. Sensation returned in 3 -4 points on average (range: 
1 point deterioration to 7 points improvement) with 24 extremities at least showing 
improvement. On further analysis of these 30 extremities, recovery in motor function was 
seen in eight of the 17 extremities with initial loss of motor function. The WHO grading 
system also did not pick up 4/1 0  (40%) deteriorating extremities. In all, 90/98 (92%) of the 
extremities with no relevant change ( l  point ST or less and no change in VMT) in nerve 
function showed no change in WHO grade. 

The WHO grade improved in 30/60 (50%) of the extremities with some gain in nerve 
function. This was seen in 2/23 (9%) extremities with improvement, 5/1 2  (42%) extremities 
with a recovery, and in 23/25 (92%) extremities with a full recovery. Twenty-eight of these 
30 extremities recovered from sensory loss, one remained with sensory loss (the WHO grade 
changed from 2 to 1 ) ,  and the average number of points gaining back sensation was 5 · 5  points 
(range of improvement: 0- 10  points) . The motor function recovered in six out of the 1 1  
extremities with initial loss of motor function amongst these 30. In only two of these 30 
extremities did the WHO grade improve from 2 to O. The WHO grade deteriorated by 1 point 
in 6/10  (60%) extremities that deteriorated. 

Table 4. Comparison of changes in ST and VMT and changes in WHO disability grades between start and end of 
corticosteroid treatment for the individual extremities* 

Change in WHO Change in nerve functioning 
grade Full recovery Recovery Improvement No change Deterioration Total 

- I  0 0 0 3 6 9 
0 2 7 2 1  90 4 1 24 
1 23 4 1 4 0 32 
2 0 1 1 1 0 3 
Total* 25 1 2  23 98 10 168 

* No extremities showed improvement in ST and deterioration in VMT or vice versa (category 'Both ' )  . At the 
start of corticosteroid treatment, 48/98 extremities with neither a change in ST nor in VMT had both full sensation 
and normal muscle strength, and 55/ 124 extremities with no change in WHO grade had grade O. 
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Table 5. Comparison of overall changes in nerve functioning and changes in maximum WHO disability grade 
between start and end of corticosteroid treatment for the study patients. 

Change 
in maximum Overall change in nerve functioning 
WHO grade Full recovery Recovery Improvement No change Deterioration Both Total 

- 1  1 0 0 1 0 0 2 
0 1 1  4 3 1 0  2 5 35 
1 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
Total* 1 7  4 3 1 1  2 5 42 

* Changes in maximum WHO grade equal to -2 or +2 did not occur. 

C H A N G E S  IN P A T I E N T S  

Changes in nerve function of patients are compared with the change in the maximum WHO 
disability grade in Table 5. It is seen that gain in nerve function is missed by the maximum 
WHO grade in 19/24 (79%) patients, including 1 2/ 17  (7 1 %) patients with a full recovery in at 
least one extremity. 

The results of the comparison between changes in nerve function and changes in the HF 
score are shown in Table 6. In the 42 study patients, changes in the HF score were as follows: 
improvement 19/42 (45%), no change 1 9/42 (45%) and deterioration 4/42 ( 1 0%).  Overall 
changes in nerve function were as follows: any gain 24/42 (57%), no change 1 1142 (26%), 
deterioration 2/42 (5%), and both improvement and deterioration in ST and/or VMT in the 
extremities of the same patient 5/42 ( 1 2%) .  The last group of patients (both improvement and 
deterioration in the same patient) is excluded from the discussion of Table 6, below. 

In 6/24 (25%) patients with a gain in nerve function (i.e. improvement, recovery or full 
recovery), the HF score did not change. Out of these six, three patients had a ST improvement 
with some remaining loss of sensation in one extremity without other changes in sensation. 
This was accompanied by an improvement or recovery in motor function in the same 
extremity in two of them. In the third patient, motor function was always normal. The fourth 
patient had a total recovery in motor function in three extremities without changes in 
sensation. In the fifth patient sensation improved, but loss of sensation remained in two 

Table 6. Comparison of overall changes in nerve functioning and changes in the HF score between start and end of 
corticosteroid treatment for the study patients 

Change Overall change in nerve functioning 
in HF score Full recovery Recovery Improvement No change Deterioration Both Total 

- 2  0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
- 1  0 0 0 1 0 1 2 
0 2 2 2 1 0  2 1 1 9  
1 1 0  0 1 0 0 0 1 1  
2 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
4 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 
Total 1 7  4 3 1 1  2 5 42 
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extremities. In a third extremity, motor function improved but did not recover while all loss of 
sensation disappeared. The sixth patient recovered from loss of sensation in two extremities 
with recovery of motor function in one of them, but kept sensory loss and developed a visible 
deformity in the other two extremities. 

The HF score did not register change in two patients with a deteriorating nerve function in 
at least one extremity. The HF score also remained the same in 1 0/ 1 1 (9 1 %) patients without 
changes in nerve function. 

In 113 patients with improvement and in 2/4 patients with a recovery of either sensation or 
motor function in at least one extremity, the HF score improved. This is also seen in 1 5/ 17  
(88%) patients with full recovery of  both sensation and motor function in  at  least one 
extremity. The improvement in HF score ranged from 1 to 4 points in the 1 8  ( 1  + 2 + 15 = 1 8) 
patients gaining both in nerve function and in HF score. 

Overall, gain, deterioration and absence of change in nerve function impairment (NFl) as 
indicated by changes in ST and VMT were reflected correctly by the HF score in 28 
( 1 0  + 18 = 28, 76%) of the 37 patients who did not show both improvement and deterioration 
in ST and/or VMT in the same or different extremities. 

Discussion 

Leprosy is a serious disease because of the impairments and disabilities that it may cause. 
Measurement of impairment and disability is therefore of vital importance for leprosy 
control. Two major purposes for measuring can be distinguished: ( 1 )  support of individual 
patient management, and (2) evaluation of leprosy control activities. To meet the first 
purpose, measurement tools are required that detect new NFl, and changes in existing 
impairment and disability, early enough to enable appropriate decision making on 
POID activities for individual patients. The second purpose involves issues such as 
comparison of impairment and disability in new patients between areas or countries 
and over time, comparison of impairment and disability at detection, at release from MDT 
and during post-treatment surveillance, and evaluation of the effectiveness of POID 
programmes.  

Several scoring systems have been introduced in the past?,3 ,S- I S . Undoubtedly, the most 
frequently used scoring system is the WHO disability grading system with the grades 0, 1 and 
2.3, 1 4 In its latest update in 1 998,  the grades for the eyes were re-defined. 14 Some of these 
systems, including the WHO grading system, have been used to determine changes in 
impairment and disability between start of MDT, release from treatment (RFf) and (some
times) post-treatment surveillance. 1 .2,S , 1 3 The EHF score was shown to be more sensitive in 
detecting change in impairment and disability than the maximum WHO disability grade. 1 6 

The same was shown for a newer scoring system, that specifies proportions of patients who 
worsen in ST, VMT, wound count or bone loss? 

Nevertheless, it still remains attractive to use the simple WHO grading system and the 
directly associated HF or EHF score for assessment of changes in order to support patient 
management and to evaluate POID activities . In this study, ST and VMT results (which can 
be regarded as the 'gold standard' for measuring NFl) were used to explore the validity of the 
WHO grading system and the HF score to assess changes in patients that are relevant for 
patient management, and at aggregated level in order to evaluate POID programmes, in 
particular corticosteroid treatment. 
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Firstly, changes in nerve function in individual extremities were compared with changes 
in WHO disability grade. Half of the extremities with gain in nerve function and 40% of the 
extremities that deteriorated were not detected by the WHO grading system. Most extremities 
with a gain in nerve function that were not recognized by the WHO grading system had 
improvement in sensation without recovery. Recovery in motor function was also missed 
frequently by the WHO grading system. Changes in ST and VMT in individual extremities 
are thus very poorly described by the WHO disability grading system. This is not surprising 
considering the definition of the WHO disability grading system, which ignores differences in 
the extent of loss of sensation and only accounts for loss of motor function that is 
accompanied by visible deformity (e.g. clawing, drop foot) . 

Secondly, changes in overall nerve functioning were compared with changes in the 
maximum WHO grade and HF score. The maximum WHO grade did not improve in 19124 
(79%) patients with an improvement, a recovery or a full recovery in overall nerve function 
(Table 5) .  This is also not surprising because the maximum WHO grade only improves when 
all initially impaired extremities (eyes were not considered in this study) improve in WHO 
grade. All 19 patients with gain in nerve function but not in WHO grade had some remaining 
loss of sensation in one or more extremities (data not shown in tables) .  

The HF score, which is the sum of the WHO grades of the individual extremities, is more 
sensitive to change. The proportion of patients for whom an improvement, a recovery or a full 
recovery in nerve function was rewarded with improvement in HF score was 1 8124 (75%).  In 
addition, gain, deterioration and absence of change in nerve function was reflected correctly 
by the HF score in 28 (76%) of the 37 patients who did not show both improvements and 
deteriorations in ST and/or VMT. These proportions are low from the perspective of 
individual patients, but the HF score does indicate change in overall nerve function in a 
definite majority of patients in the study group. Further analysis revealed that the HF score 
does not provide appropriate information about the degree of nerve function change : 7/1 1 
patients with a change of 1 point in the HF score gained in nerve function in at least two 
extremities. 

Because their sensitivity in recognizing ST and VMT changes in the individual patient is 
clearly insufficient, the individual WHO disability grades, the maximum WHO disability 
grade and the HF score are not at all suitable for supporting the management of NFl 
in individual patients .  The WHO disability grading system and (E)HF score were definitely 

not developed for this purpose. The findings were expected but quantitative evidence was 
lacking so far. Alternative methods to support patient management have been described 
elsewhere . J 5 • J 6  

The HF score appeared adequate for the study group as  a whole. The small group size and 
retrospective nature are clear limitations of our explorative study. The study group is a 
random mix of cases that received treatment with corticosteroids, reflecting field programme 
conditions . Our results suggest that the HF score has the potential to give an overall picture of 
the effectiveness of corticosteroid treatment under such conditions . Our study group was 
affected considerably by NFl; at the start of corticosteroid treatment, 60% of patients had 
three or four extremities affected. One might expect that in a different case mix with a lower 
level of NFl, more patients would fully recover from nerve function loss when given 
corticosteroids. In such situations, the HF score may give an even better reflection of the 
success of treatment with corticosteroids. This assumption needs further substantiation. 

In this study, we used the HF score because information on (changes in) eye impairment 
was not considered reliable. Compared with other scoring systems, the HF and EHF score 
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have the advantage of being very simple and reproducible; they are based on information that 
is already routinely collected in many programmes (the WHO grades for extremities and 
eyes) . For possible future evaluation, we advocate use of the EHF score instead of the HF 
score because eye impairment is very important, its prevalence varies greatly in different 
patient populations, and score results should be comparable between different projects and 
centres. 1 6 

The limitations of our study necessitate further validation studies involving larger patient 
groups before the EHF score can be used effectively for evaluation of POID programmes.  The 
extent to which changes in nerve function in patient groups with different mixtures of 
complications leading to NFl are reflected in changes in the EHF score should be investigated 
in prospective studies. When further validated in this way, the EHF score will be useful for 
evaluating the effectiveness of different corticosteroid treatment programmes. Another issue 
that needs clarification through such studies relates to the significance of what is, and what is 
not detected by the EHF score. To be an effective tool in programme management, the EHF 
score must be sensitive enough to detect those levels of change in nerve function that lead to 
lasting disabilities and handicap.  

Other POID activities such as health education, provision of footwear and reconstructive 
surgery also call for evaluation. It is appreciated that different POID activities have different 
outcomes in terms of health, physical ability, and social functioning and acceptability. 
Different POID activities may thus require scoring methods other than the EHF score for 
effective evaluation. 
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